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About this problem set:

• As usual, you can solve this problem set in groups. If you reach ≥ 50%, all members of your
group will receive a 1/3 bonus for the exam.

• Submission deadline for students who want to present: 21st August 2015, 12:00 (noon).

• Regular submission deadline: 23rd August 2015, 12:00 (noon).

• I will notify the students who are going to present a mini project via E-Mail and on the
website of the problem session.

• Important: If a solution to a given task requires the usage of Ada tasks, use the Armaged-
don package (by Prof. Lucks, see website of the problem session) to guarantee that all
tasks terminated properly. Just copy both files (armageddon.ads and armageddon.adb)
into the folder containing your main procedure and use “with Armageddon;” and “use
Armageddon;”. Then, you should write your program such that it runs without any out-
put such as “Abnormal termination of tasks <task name>”.

Task 1 (2 Credits) Cycle Finding (Partial Collision I)
Write an Ada program that searches for a partial collision for SHA-1 using a technique called cycle
finding/detection. A call to your program should look as follows:

./<main program> <b> <algorithm> <time>,

where

• b specifies how many most significant bits shall collide,

• algorithm specifies the algorithm used to find a partial collision (either Brent or Floyd, see
Wiki for their description), and

• time specifies the maximal run time in seconds.

The program should stop if either the maximal run time is reached or a partial collision was found.
The program – if not interrupted – should output the two distinct inputs leading to the collision
with their corresponding hash value.
(Hint: the package GNAT.SHA1 provides an implementation of the SHA-1 hash function.)
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Task 2 (4 Credits) Mini Project 3 – Distinguished Points (Partial Collisions II)
Inform yourselves about hash-function collisions and the search for collisions using a technique
called distinguished points, e.g., read the paper by van Oorschot and Wiener [vW99] (see Section
4) or see the slides of the course Hash Functions by Lucks [Luc14]. You can decide which of the
following two ideas you will follow:

• If a task finds a distinguished point, it stops and starts a new chain with a new starting
point.

• If a task finds a distinguished point, it uses this point to continue computing the chain.

Write an Ada program that uses distinguished points to find partial collisions for SHA-1. A call
to your program should look as follows:

./<main program> <b> <dp> <tasks> <time>,

where

• b specifies how many most significant bits shall collide,

• dp specifies the number of bits to identify a distinguished point, e.g. dp equal to 20 denotes
that the 20 least significant bits are ’0’,

• tasks specifies the number of tasks (excluding tasks which handle the time or the user input
(’q’)), and

• time specifies the maximal run time of your program in seconds.

The program should stop if either the user pressed the ’q’ key, the maximal run time is reached,
or a partial collision was found. The program – if not interrupted – should output the two distinct
inputs leading to the collision with their corresponding hash value.

[vW99] Paul C. van Oorschot, Michael J. Wiener: Parallel Collision Search with Cryptanalytic
Applications. J. Cryptology (JOC) 12(1):1-28 (1999).

[Luc14] Course Cryptographic Hash Functions 2014, Chapter Generic Attacks, pp. 51-54.

Task 3 (4 Credits) Mini Project 2 – Meet-In-The-Middle Attack
XTEA is a compact block cipher which encrypts 64-bit plaintexts in 64 rounds under a 128-bit key.
Let Mini-XTEA denote a reduced version of XTEA with the difference that Mini-XTEA employs
only a 64-bit key K, which consists of two 32-bit words K[0] and K[1]. Furthermore, Mini-XTEA
has a more simple key schedule: each of the first 32 rounds use only the first key word K[0], and
each of the latter 32 rounds use only the second key word K[1]. An adversary has eavesdropped
the following three plaintext-ciphertext pairs:

# Plaintext Ciphertext

1 (16#53616665#, 16#20616e64#) (16#328cebe1#, 16#b84934dc#)
2 (16#53656375#, 16#72652020#) (16#e68b802c#, 16#bcdd2ca3#)
3 (16#536f6674#, 16#77617265#) (16#39943672#, 16#c3db80ec#)

Write an Ada program that implements a meet-in-the-middle attack to recover the secret key
K that was used to encrypt the pairs. Your implementation should be able to use an arbitrary
number of tasks that test key candidates in parallel. Decide for an appropriate data structure to
store the states in the middle. A call to your program should look as follows:

./<main program> <tasks> <time>,
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where <tasks> denotes the number of tasks and <time> the maximal run time of your program.
The program should stop if either the user pressed the ’q’ key, the maximal run time is reached, or
the key K was found. The program – if not interrupted – should output a correct key candidate
represented as hex string.

Task 4 (4 Credits) Mini Project 3 – Finite-State Machine and Pushdown Automaton

a) Write a generic Ada package Generic_FSA which realizes a generic finite-state machine.

b) Use Generic_FSA to implement an acceptor which decides if a given string is a decimal
integer, i.e., a non-empty sequence of characters from ’0’ to ’9’, possible with a single ’-’ as
a prefix.

c) (Bonus: 1 Credit) Use Generic_FSA to implement the snack machine from Problem Set
3 (Task 4).

d) Write a generic Ada program Generic_Deterministic_PDA which realizes a generic deter-
ministic pushdown automaton.

e) Use Generic_Deterministic_PDA to implement an acceptor for a set of well-formed bracket
expressions over ’(’ and ’)’. Ignore all non-bracket characters.

f) (Bonus: 1 Credit) Use Generic_Deterministic_PDA to implement a calculator which
evaluates well-formed +/− expressions such as (1 + 3)− (2− 1). You can assume the input
numbers to be strictly single-character. Furthermore, no intermediate result will be outside
the range [−100, 100] (has to be checked). The PDA should output the correct result (’3’ in
the above example) if the input is well-formed and “error” if it is ill-formed or an intermediate
result exceeded the range [−100, 100].
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